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get used to drinking that water in their stomaches because they don't have, no

water f3r four days jyno food* So, right after they get a little, strength in

there about a day, well, after that day, they bring their food; The food; comes

in* It would be water the second one would be corn. Corn, that's what they

take in there,, corn, kernel corn* And the third one would be fruit, a wild-

, tree fruit. Whatever it might bould be, like choo-choo berries or something

like that - some kind of a fruit they take In there,, that be the third one*
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Then yon see, the fourth one will be meat. It will be pound - - just find you
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know,, it will be pound meat* And then the fifth one they take in there would

be bread that's made of what they call this - - oh, I can't think of ftat - -

grape nut, it's in packages you know* Well, that'sjthe kind of a bread theyj

use after they get that. And-you know where that bread come from-, the one I'M

telling you? It come from way back in old Mexico* They go »#p there and them-

rob a home or they kill people out and they take their belongings over there.
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And then they'll steal horses and then they'll come back and bring it to- their.

"reservation, wherever they're at, wherever they live, they take it over there*

And that's the way they have those food* And some of those Mexicans, they got

friendly vith those Indians, for they give them a lot of things,like a lot of

food and a lot of different things* And that's what they had* The first bread

they had was that grape nrnt. Th*t's what they had but they.had that kernel* .
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They had that kernel and big rooks, you know* And they got it made hollow inthere - round* And they got fcdf rocks that's made like a big candle-like

and they put that stuff in there and they go to pounding i t t i l l i t get ream

fine, just like flour, like we got now* Well, they Cake that and they bake i t ,

put water in there and they bake it* And then they got a fire made. They'd

fix a hole and they'd build a fire there* And then they got sticks and that

bend up like that* ' And they got some kind of Sticks that go on top that don't


